
● Accessioning - the process of formally bringing new materials into your 
institution or department. 



● The first step in getting the collection into your TALM, and getting it 
documented.

● This information is going to provide your first steps in description/knowing 
what is in the collection. 

● Done well it is extremely helpful in managing your collections



● The legal transfer process is aided by a donor form/deed of gift
● You will want to assign a number to the “accession” to show when/what order 

it came to you



● Preparing the collections for future use in our TALM; begin the first step in 
processing the materials (Intellectual and physical control)

● Put in a new box, if needed, to give protection/support that is better than what 
it was donated in and an easy preservation step

● Look for any obvious preservation issues - is there mold? Is there rodent or 
insect damage? Is there water damage? Is there anything else that needs to 
be taken care of right away?

● This is a good time to check for duplicates/copies, and remove them
● This is also a great time to create a preliminary inventory - your work down the 

line will be made easier by simple steps here



● Multiple accessions are a possibility. Many individuals and organizations 
donate records not all at once, but in stages or periodically. Multiple 
accessions might happen:
○ On a regular basis - for example tribal council minutes
○ Sporadically, in multiple parts - for example a family donating multiple 

parts of their grandmothers photographs as they find multiple sets of 
photos stored in the home and in a storage unit 

● These multiple accessions can be important for the story of the collection; a 
frequent question in archives is, “how did you get that?” 

● Make sure the person donating has the permission to donate, and that they 
will be okay to have the whole collection open to your community or to the 
public - and if not, then what restrictions need to be in place? And do those 
restrictions align with your mission? 

● Donor Form/Deed of Gift, important to have a standard form/procedure for 
dealing with donors



● Important step, even if you don’t have time to fully process collections - get it a 
number set, transfer files safely, add some brief description in the accession 
form

● Capture other digital data as able 
● Especially in digital collections, it can be really easy to let things get out of 

control, doing these steps will help you have better control over collections



● If you get the accessioning step done - you at least know what you have, and 
what you might need to do as next steps
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● Accessioning falls in the get it and check it stage of a Digital Stewardship 
Lifecycle

● Reminder:
○ get it - bring materials into your institution (donations, collecting, 

scanning documents at another institution)
○ check-it - check and manage - check for quality, description. make 

sure they come in safely - make sure they stay safe/intact.
○ save it - secure storage, suited to your size requirements, with 

potential to grow - systematically backed up (multiple copies in multiple 
locations), meaningful organization

○ share it - providing access to materials - online, exhibits, education, 
research



● Accessioning is the “Get It” of the digital lifecycle and the start of the 
“Check it”



● Discuss with coworkers or colleagues or reflect on your own.
○ What is the most challenging collection that you’ve had donated?
○ Think through the issues you encountered. What steps would you want 

to put in place for your accessioning process to be prepared for these 
issued?

○ If you have never dealt with collections being donated, what are some 
of your hopes or concerns about beginning to accept donations? 






